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Synopsis

Start—and finish—a nifty outdoor woodworking project in just one weekend. Just two days is all it takes to complete each one of the 24 garden and backyard projects featured in Outdoor Wood Projects. Included are things like: planters and window boxes, trellises, outdoor furniture, bamboo garden projects, reclaimed/recycled wood projects such as an Adirondack chair made from wood pallets, and so much more. Designed for beginners, these 24 wonderful projects are inexpensive to make and require only basic tools. All you need is a weekend!
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Customer Reviews

Which is not to say it is 'bad,' only to say that if you want to make something innovative or very interesting, you probably should look elsewhere or design it yourself. Still, it is a good book for a slightly advanced beginner, or someone who is not confident in designing their own project. The strawberry pyramid gets the three stars here—that one is pretty clever, and a design I'll be 'riffing' on—the clarity of illustration and instruction gets the fourth.

Great book, reliable co, very good packaged.

Great book
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